Context characterization of amino acid homorepeats using evolution, position, and order.
Amino acid repeats, or homorepeats, are low complexity protein motifs consisting of tandem repetitions of a single amino acid. Their presence and relative number vary in different proteomes, and some studies have tried to address this variation, proteome by proteome. In this work, we present a full characterization of amino acid homorepeats across evolution. We studied the presence and differential usage of each possible homorepeat in proteomes from various taxonomic groups, using clusters of very similar proteins to eliminate redundancy. The position of each amino acid repeat within proteins, and the order of co-occurring amino acid repeats were also addressed. As a result, we present evidence about the unevenly evolution of homorepeats, as well as the functional implications of their relative position in proteins. We discuss some of these cases in their taxonomic context. Collectively, our results show evolutionary and positional signals that suggest that homorepeats have biological function, likely creating unspecific protein interactions or modulating specific interactions in a context dependent manner. In conclusion, our work supports the functional importance of homorepeats and establishes a basis for the study of other low complexity repeats. Proteins 2017; 85:709-719. © 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.